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Abstract
The rapid changes in modern life style, technology and globalization are significantly
impacting the development of major cities. A number of metropolitan cities in
different parts of the world shifted their growth trend towards the development of
mega-scale projects. Such projects usually encounter several challenges whether from
social, urban or transportation perspectives. One of the significant challenges is the
Accessibility which is defined by Litman (2012) as people’s ability to reach goods,
services and activities. The term “Accessibility Density” (AxeDe) proposed in this
thesis is a single metric that captures the accessibility level from one entrance to the
numerous destinations, activities, and functions that exist within a development, with
reference to a certain threshold of units (i.e. time). Also, Accessibility Coverage
(AxeCo) is usefully-derived from AxeDe concept to address the overall accessibility
at the project level. In this thesis, the theory and application of the proposed
AxeDe/AxeCo concepts address mega-scale developments. The city of Dubai in the
United Arab Emirates (UAE) has a number of mega-scale projects. An example of
this is Mall of the Emirates (MoE) that is selected as a case study for this research.
This thesis represents a potential shift in the planning process by addressing a
transportation challenge relevant to access to/from mega-scale developments where
walking is the common mode of transportation. It aims at knowing how Accessibility
can be evaluated/ measured within mega-scale pedestrian-dominated developments.
In order to achieve the aim of this study, a framework has been developed for
evaluating AxeDe and AxeCo and then applied to a mega-scale project, MoE. The
recommended framework measured the levels of accessibility from the different
entrances of MoE, then identified the common features of highest three accessible
entrances (i.e. within two tentative thresholds; 120s and 300s). The results showed the
impact of design on accessibility. For examples, central location of entrance and
connectivity to other levels impact accessibility positively within higher thresholds,
whereas entrance proximity to junctions and major shops increases accessibility at
lower thresholds. The study also suggests further demonstration of the observed
results, and recommendations for further research in order to develop the concepts.
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I.

Introduction

The significant scale of new projects developed during the 21st century massively
raises new challenges to transportation planning and further complications to projects
and cities’ development. Transportation planning and modeling commonly address
trips from gate to gate; whereas, internal trips are not taken into consideration.
Ignoring internal trips is usually acceptable when the scale of those projects ranges
from small to medium. Today, as trends of development tend to further plan more
mega-scale projects, accumulative errors are expected to impact the quality of
outcomes in transportation planning and modeling as a result to the increase of indoor
trips, which are not taken into account while calculating the costs of travel for
transportation trips.
In a relevant context, Batty (2013) indicates that it is important to reassess the
inappropriate top-down approach to understand structure of network in transportation
to be modified to a more organic bottom-up approach which is more realistic. This
means that transportation planning and modeling should start at a lower level of
network (inside mega-scale projects) and then re-scale up to higher levels.
The suggested framework in this thesis represents a potential shift in the planning
process or, in other words, in the way planners deal with city planning where megascale projects are introduced by different developers. Mega-scale projects currently
represent black boxes within the city master plan from planner’s perspective. For
future planning to cope with the rapid changes in the trends of development, it is
important to introduce new tools to control certain details of projects by the concerned
authorities and to ensure that lower level of development complies with city planning
objectives and guidelines. The suggested framework for evaluating accessibility
density and accessibility coverage provides a tool to control and influence certain
details (related to internal transportation, design and networks) within mega-scale
projects at a higher level of planning process.
11

Accessibility Density (AxeDe) is a proposed single metric that quantitatively captures
the accessibility level (density) from one entrance to the numerous destinations,
activities, and functions that exist within a pedestrian-dominated development, with
reference to a certain threshold of units (i.e. time, distance, etc); such unit will be
examined via the research’s tasks.
Throughout this thesis, AxeDe is assumed to be measured per project’s
entrance(s)/access-point(s) as those entrances represent joint/mediate points between
an outdoor trip and an indoor trip. AxeDe is calculated by identifying the sum of
accessible destination areas in a project, within pre-determined threshold(s) (i.e. 120
seconds, 300 seconds) from each entrance of the project. Then, each of the resulted
sums is divided by the total available destination area/capacity of the whole project.
The above assumptions are examined in this thesis, where they are adopted or
modified based on the research outcomes. Figure 1 illustrates a simple diagram to
explain how AxeDe is measured per a project’s entrance.

Figure 1

AxeDe calculation per project entrance

Accessibility Coverage (AxeCo) is another measurement usefully-derived from
AxeDe concept to address the overall accessibility at the project level. It is defined as
the minimum number of units (i.e., time, distance, etc) required to cover the access
“route” between the furthest entrance and destination. AxeCo identifies the maximum
12

cost of travel (time/distance) spent/crossed to access the furthest destination from any
entrance in the project in case visitors chose to enter from the closest entrance to that
destination. Figure 2 illustrates how AxeCo is identified in a simple project’s layout.

Figure 2

AxeCo identification in a project
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1. Problem Statement

Of the following are potential transportation challenges that could result from the
recent trends of developing mega-scale projects:
•

Potential longer trips that are not adequately preplanned (considering real
origin to real destination, where a trip does not stop/start at the gate of a
building),

•

Transportation within indoor environment becomes more considerable along a
trip,

•

Higher potential for ‘walking’ along a trip as it is the main mode of indoors
transportation).

The above factors add more complexity to transportation planning and modeling;
therefore, it is becoming more imperative to address transportation planning and
modeling at a lower scale of origin(s) and destination(s) by incorporating indoor
environments within the modeling process. This is mainly because the typical concept
of origin/ destination is becoming too broad to address the real origin and/or real
destination of a trip if, any of them, exist(s) within a mega-scale project.

Figure1 shows a schematic illustration of a modeled trip, as addressed by today’s
transport planners, in comparison to a full trip, which is supposed to incorporate a
relatively-considerable indoor trip, inside mega-scale projects, which is usually not
addressed by transportation planners.

14

Figure 3

Modeled Trip vs. Full Trip (destination @ mega-scale project)

The schematic illustration, shown in Figure 3, addresses a certain challenge in
transportation planning and modeling (i.e. full-to-modeled trip’s distance), but it does
not address the specific characteristics of the indoor environment (e.g., 3 Dimensional
(3D) environment, different means of transportation, such as lifts, escalators,
travelators, etc). Therefore, in order to address an undermined side of networks’
modeling (indoor networks), it is useful to refer to the study conducted by Thill et al.
(2010) who elaborated on the concept of traveling in three-dimensional city that could
release the non-modeled indoor environments on a city-scale model and could betteraddress the travel impedance factors (via different modes of transport).

In order to address such stated problems/challenges, this research aims at answering
the following research questions:
•

What framework supports modeling and/or measuring accessibility in megascale developments?

•

How will accessibility be measured in mega-scale pedestrian-dominated
developments? What is the appropriate measurement unit to be used?

•

Which factors might impact indoor accessibility?

15

2. Objective and Value of the Research

As discussed earlier, modern development alerts that future transportation planning
and modeling will rely on the integrity and harmonization between external and
internal trips (from real origin to real destination) in the case of mega-scale
developments. In order to ensure that internal trips (throughout transportation
networks) are being properly addressed in future transportation studies, it is
imperative to integrate indoor accessibility networks (not adequately addressed today)
with external transportation networks (relevantly mature today) bearing in mind the
properties, features and mechanisms relevant to each network. In this regard, it is
important to answer the following research question which represents the objective of
this research: “How can accessibility be frame-worked / measured within mega-scale
pedestrian-dominated developments?”
This research highlights some transportation challenges faced in mega-scale projects
to help authorities and projects’ developers to promote a better quality of
developments in modern cities.
The stated challenge/problem (refer to section I.1 – Problem Statement) which is
addressed in this thesis is growing and becoming more significant, especially in
metropolitan cities. For example, in a metropolitan city such as Dubai, residents are
used to getting announcements via radio stations or other media channels about a new
project that is breaking a new record for the city, e.g., height record such as Burj
Khalifa, area/size record such as biggest terminal/airport or shopping mall, or indoor
attractions such as Ski Dubai).
Architects, project developers and stakeholders in different regions of the world have
been trying to design unique projects and buildings. In some cases, they imitate other
projects with similar scope(s), located within different urbanized areas. To avoid
developing such ‘off-shelf’ projects, which may not be well-structured within their
surrounding transportation networks and urban structures, it is useful to commission
new tools to measure accessibility density via different entrances of a project, and
16

consequently ensure appropriate access from external transportation networks to those
‘pre-evaluated’ entrances.
The value of this research can be foreseen via three different perspectives as follows:
1) Industry-Lines - It is highly expected that AxeDe will benefit several
business-fields, including consultancy, design and operation. However, the
outcomes are mainly expected to benefit the following major fields:
i.

Transportation Planning, Modeling and Operation – this addresses the
neglected side of network modeling (indoor trips). This will assist
transportation planners and operators in generating and/or managing more
realistic models illustrating the real distance, time and cost for different
trips within a city model.

ii.

Projects Design, Development and Operation – AxeDe, on individual
project level, helps in improving the functional side of the architectural
design via introducing a more efficient pattern of internal accessibility
(from project entrances to different destinations within the project). This
results to a better distribution of internal trips from entrances/accesspoints.

2) Application Channels - The proposed concept of AxeDe is useful for:
a. Indoor Trips Assessment - setting a solid ground for effective indoor
modeling.
b. Accessibility to Destination(s) - improving accessibility options to
final destination(s).
c. Functionality via Accessibility Measures - developing a better
functional design of projects by adopting model(s) with higher
accessibility measured by AxeCo level(s).
d. Journey planning – providing more details at project level.
3) Benefitting Parties (client / regulator) - The potential positive impact of
AxeDe on design and operation practices of better indoor spaces is expected to
be claimed via both;
a. Design Innovation - by improving client pre-design requirements, and
b. Municipal Regulation - by introducing appropriate municipal
regulations and measures to enforce the development of highly17

accessible projects which harmonize conveniently with their
surrounding transportation networks and urban structures.

The above benefits are achievable via the following sub-objectives of this research:
1) Review the factors and/or sciences which might impact indoor accessibility,
and test their potential application within the concept of AxeDe.
2) Develop an appropriate framework to evaluate AxeDe, and propose a set of
units suitable for measuring the level of accessibility in such developments.
3) Apply the developed framework to measure AxeDe in mega-scale
developments, and propose potential research areas to improve results using
AxeDe framework.
4) Apply the AxeCo concept to measure accessibility on project level, and
discuss how it can support the AxeDe framework.

18

3. Thesis Structure

The thesis follows the below structure:
1) Chapter II – review of literature, summarizes previous research that has been
conducted in relevant fields.
2) Chapter III - illustrates the proposed methodology to conduct the application
of this thesis.
3) Chapter IV – Applies the proposed model on the suggested case study to
demonstrate the foreseen benefits of the application.
4) Chapter V – extracts results and conducts analysis.
5) Chapter VI - concludes the outcomes of this research and proposes next steps
to execute the suggested scope and develop the concept further.

19

II.

Review of the literature

Because Accessibility Density (AxeDe) is a new concept, its literature review is
conducted in many relevant disciplines. The following sections present relevant
review of literature that has been conducted then classified within the following
categories:
1) General Literature
2) Design and Accessibility
3) Pedestrians’ Flow and Standards
4) Pedestrians’ Mapping / Routing

20

1. General Literature

Litman (2012) defines accessibility as people’s ability to reach goods, services and
activities. Accessibility is impacted by a number of aspects, including physical
transfer, quality and cost of transportation choices, continuity of systems/modes,
mobility alternatives and land-use patterns.
Rehrl et al. (2007) point out that prior to the start of a trip, travelers aim to understand
several factors, such as objective of the trip, its approximate duration, approximate
impact of cost, and most suitable modes of transport. Therefore, it is essential to
ensure that those factors reflect realistic figures talking into consideration the possible
difference in estimations of size and numbers of mega-scale developments in modern
cities, where travelers spend more time walking indoor to reach their planned
destination(s).
Most of these indoor trips take time within publicly-accessed developments, which
have been growing in size and complexity within the last few decades. Hoogendoorn
(2003) indicates that mega-scale developments, such as airports and large shopping
malls, provide several alternative routes within the facility, which result in more
freedom of movement to users.
In addition, Bellenger and Korgaonkar (1980) mention that entertainer shoppers act
unlike commercial shoppers, where entertainer shoppers spend more time dwelling in
a shopping centre with no specific destination and purchase arbitrarily in comparison
to commercial shoppers.

21

2. Design and Accessibility

Borgers et al. (2005) emphasize the significant impact of policy and design on the
turnover of pedestrians within a shopping venue as well as on property value.
To illustrate the impact of design on accessibility, Litman (2012) present simplified
figures (with explanation), as shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4

Impact of Design on Accessibility (Litman, 2012)

In the same vein, Aultman-Hall et al. (1997) express a similar opinion concerning the
design significant impact on accessibility within a neighborhood, where design
improvement is possible via decreasing walking distances to destinations.
Yao et al. (2012) analyzed the components / factors that affect accessibility within its
architectural context (i.e. demand, function and structure) by addressing the
relationships among these factors, as illustrated in Figure 5.

Figure 5

Relationships among Demand, Function, and Structure (Yao et al., 2012)
23

Yao et al. (2012) also provided a detailed break-down of the relationships among
these 3 factors as presented in Figure 6.

Figure 6

Decomposition and reconstitution of transportation (Accessibility) concept
layout model (Yao et al., 2012)

In Figures 5 and 6, it is observed that the Function Layer is strategically located in the
middle of the Demand Layer and the Structure Layer. It is worth mentioning here that
the study of AxeDe is focused within the Function Layer where demands trigger the
need for access, and the design of the structure determines the available options for
access.

24

3. Pedestrians Flow and Standards

Although several modes of transportation have emerged and gained popularity during
the latest centuries, the importance of walking is still significant among the different
modes of transportation as indicated in Table 1.
Table 1 Importance of Transportation Modes (Litman, 2012)

Although walking does not seem to be a major transportation mode with reference to
travel distance when compared to other modes, it is still considered as one of the most
significant modes with reference to travel time or number of trips. Figure 7 shows a
comparison of the portions of travel by different transportation modes, where walking
is part of the non-motorized mode, measured by different units.

Figure 7

Portion of Travel By Various Units (Dft, 2003)

What additionally increases the significance of walking as a transportation mode is
that it represents a necessary part of each trip whether indoor or outdoor, and at the
25

beginning and/or end of the trip. For example, travelling by car ends in a car park;
whereas, the traveler needs to walk to reach the final destination. This also represents
the case whether a traveler uses public transportation or even a bike to reach his/her
destination.
Rastogi et al. (2011) highlight the significance of walking as an independent mode of
transportation and as it represents a necessary mode to access other modes of
transportation, such as a private car or public transportation stops/stations whether at
the beginning or end of a trip.
Borgers et al. (2005) refer to the importance of transfer areas where a change of mode
takes place when people enter downtown shopping centers at entry points close to
parking plots, rail/metro stations, bus stops, bicycle sheds, or other transfer areas.
As Rehrl et al. (2007) realize the significance of “door-to-door” trip planning
including all potential modes of transportation, they emphasize the importance of
taking into account the time required for each segment of a trip. The researchers also
highlight the significance of the last part of journey. The researchers' focus on the last
part more than the first part of a journey is mainly for they believe that route planning
prior to starting a trip is usually well-known (walking from home to car or to metro
station); whereas, the last part is potentially ambiguous.
Rehrl et al. (2007) mention the different potential of choices available for individuals
throughout a trip, such as walking choices, mobility demands, the number and
location of transfer points, and travel period preferences. Rastogi et al. (2011) indicate
how different attributes/status of a traveler as well as the available choices influence
the behavior and route choice of pedestrians in choosing walking facility, which also
impacts walking speed. They also indicate that walking speed is affected by personal
attributes, such as age and gender, and by other factors like land uses, talking on cell
phone while walking, and by the size of walking group. Millonig et al. (2007)
elaborate on describing an example of aging persons who carry baggage as they may
have other preferences than taking shortest routes, such as using escalator or lift. In
general, effortlessness is considered a considerably weighing factor in pedestrians’
determination of quality of walking facility.
26

With reference to the above, it is concluded that pedestrians’ walking behavior and
route choice are influenced by the interactions of:
9 Pedestrians’ Attributes
9 External Effects

27

a) Pedestrians’ Attributes

Statistics demonstrate that pedestrians’ attributes have significant impact on walking
behavior. For example, gender and age have significant impact on walking speed.
Table 2 illustrates mean walking speeds of pedestrians based on personal attributes.
Table 2 Categorized Mean Walking Speeds (m/min) of Pedestrians (Rastogi et al., 2011)

Figure seems to be mistaken – copied (as is) from source.
Note: For instance, the last category of “Land use” in Table 2 shows the influence of
external effects (Land use), not pedestrian’s attributes.
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b) External Effects

Pedestrians’ walking behavior and route choice are mainly influenced by two types of
factors, within which the literature has been classified, as follows.

1) Static Factors

Static Factors represent distance, land-use, design and location of gates, corridors,
lifts, escalators, etc.
Pedestrians' walking behavior is affected by several factors. These factors are
influenced by geographical location impact (i.e. environment, culture, weather,
facilities, etc). Table 3 shows a comparison of average walking speed in different
countries around the world.
Table 3 Average Walking Speed in Different Countries (Rastogi et al., 2011)

However, Borgers et al. (2005) explain the “distance effect on walking” because
people mostly decide to walk if the walking distance is shorter-than a certain
threshold, farther than which, people do not prefer to walk. Therefore, such relation is
29

to some extent usually taken into consideration while planning for a trip. The
researchers also state that in a shopping trip, such rules may sound different. That is,
some people do not mind to walk more in the start of the trip, but they tend to choose
a short path at the end of the trip. This is assumed to happen while shopping is taking
place for entertainment (Bellenger & Korgaonkar, 1980); nonetheless, this shall not
negatively impact the availability of choice for easy and efficient accessibility to
different destinations.
In the same vein, Al-Masaeid et al. (1993) states that there is a significant difference
in pedestrians' walking speeds in developing countries because of the land uses, such
as business, residential and shopping areas. In addition, Lam and Cheung (2000) point
out that pedestrians walking in commercial areas are faster than those in recreational
areas.
As the studied topic of this thesis could be applied to projects with different land uses,
Figure 8 illustrates walking speeds for different land uses (classified per gender as a
pedestrian’s attribute):

Figure 8

Effect of land use and gender (Rastogi et al., 2011)

After discussing geo-location, distance and land use’s impact on walking behavior,
the following paragraphs present a literature of other impacts related to design. With
reference to the previous section (Section II.2. Design and Accessibility), it can be
concluded that integrating design influence is vital for better transportation and
accessibility planning. This comprises the basic architectural design components (e.g.,
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halls, rooms, corridors, gates’ locations, etc), the transportation-related design
components (i.e. escalators, lifts, movable/control gates, travellators, etc)
As explained by Lee (2005), Figure 9 shows a comparison between stairway and
escalator traffic process and speeds at the different stages of transfer via each of both.
Stages of movement on both have been divided into three different stages:
approaching, vertical movement and exiting. Ped(i) and Ped(i-1) represent relation
curves of space/time for an ascending pedestrian and his/her predecessor, where U0
represents the normal walking speed and Us and Ue represent the speeds on stairs and
escalators, respectively, which reflect the characteristics of those infrastructures.
However, a delay in time (Tb) for boarding on escalators is noticeable in comparison
to stairs.

Figure 9

(a) Stairway and (b) escalator-related traffic processes. (Lee, 2005)

The location of vertical transfer means (i.e., from level to level, from zone to zone,
etc) significantly impacts the walking routes overall the architectural layouts. In
addition, the locations of different transfer means, in comparison to each other, impact
the frequency of using each mean of transfer. As discussed by Lee (2005), Figure 10
presents the observed pattern of use and factors that impact pedestrian's choice. The
influencing factors of each choice situation are: (1) travel time, physical effort, and
safety and comfort; (2) travel time, physical effort, safety and comfort, vicinity, and
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route overlapping; (3) travel time, physical effort, safety and comfort, and vicinity ;
(4) travel time, physical effort, and safety and comfort.

Figure 10

Choice situations of descending flows at observation site with different
transfer means. (Lee, 2005)
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2) Dynamic Factors

Dynamic factors are variable with time; for example, pedestrians’ flow, density and
accumulated behavior as well as other related incidents impact the behavior of
pedestrians. In this section, these factors are addressed via literature within different
sections of pedestrians’ transportation network.
First of all, Daamen's (2004) research helps to understand the relation among flow,
speed and density, as depicted in Figure 11.

Figure 11

Hypothesized flow-density relation for pedestrian traffic (Daamen 2004)

Mitchell et al. (1999) mention that within a corridor, the progress of faster moving
pedestrians tends to become impeded by slower moving pedestrians as the limited
floor space of the corridor becomes occupied by more pedestrians. Figure 12
illustrates the change in walking speed or throughput based on changing density.
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Figure 12

Uni-, bi- and multi-directional flows (Mitchell et al., 1999)

Lee (2005) presents a figure showing pedestrians’ choice behavior between using
stairway or escalator based on the estimated delay as an impact of increasing
occupancy, as shown in Figure 13.

Figure 13

Empirical model concerning route choice behavior between a stairway and
an escalator derived by Cheung and Lam (1998) at HK MTR stations

Furthermore, Lee (2005) addresses the different states of traffic process (walking
model) on escalators, taking into consideration the different states of a passenger (i.e.
standing, walking, etc), as presented in Figures 14, 15 and 16.
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Walking model on escalators
Case I: with only standing passengers

Figure 14

At light traffic conditions (a), flows on escalators depend on arrival

processes of pedestrians, while at saturated situations (b) boarding time becomes a
determinant to flows or capacities of escalators. (Lee, 2005)

Case II: with only walking passengers

Figure 15

Hypothesized speed-density relationships of escalator flows only consisting
of walking passengers. (Lee, 2005)
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In Figure 15; u0 and u0’ indicate the free speed of ascending and descending flow
respectively, kmax and kmax’ represent the maximum densities on up and down
escalators respectively, and ue refers to the operating speeds of escalators.

Figure 16 represents a case when standing and walking passengers are on escalators,
and where no rules determine the usage of escalator. As illustrated via the graphs, the
relationship between speed and density of traffic may be represented within the area
between the lower and upper boundaries derived from situations of Case I and Case
II, respectively.

Case III: with both standing and walking passengers

Figure 16

Hypothesized speed-density diagram of escalators flows. (Lee, 2005)

Figure 17 illustrates the observed behavior of pedestrians standing on escalators,
ascending and descending, where people tend to stand closer to each other on
descending escalators in comparison to ascending escalators. Such observations do
not match the values reported in Table 4 as that presents similar figures for ascending
and descending escalators. However, both outcomes could be useful in this study.
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Figure 17

Behavior of pedestrians standing on escalators (Davis and Dutta 2002).

Table 4 Capacities of pedestrian facilities from literature (one directional flow). (Lee, 2005)

After reviewing different models of walking behaviors on escalators, it is vital to
highlight the importance of adopting appropriate measurement method and metrics’
unit to measure the cost of travel by walking from an origin to a certain destination.
Neutens (2015) has surveyed sample researches focused on accessibility to health care
services to measure frequency in the use of such metrics (i.e. floating catchment area
(FCA), travel time, travel distance, population-to-provider ratio (PPR), kernel density
estimation (KDE), etc). Figure 18 illustrates the findings of the above mentioned
survey.
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Figure 18

frequency in the use of accessibility metrics as surveyed by Neutens (2015)

Figure 18 shows that travel time metrics are the most used after the floating
catchment area. However, travel time metrics are more realistic where movement is
restricted to allocated pathways.

Another aspect of the dynamic factors is the bottlenecks throughout the network. Guo
(2010) has discussed the phenomenon of the collective behavior of people gathering
at a bottleneck which turns to take a shape of an arch. He also discussed the
microscopic simulation of such phenomenon and the proposed method, which focus
on people distribution and congestion level close to exits (see Figures 19 & 20).
Figure 19 illustrates two different internal configurations within same size and exit
arrangement; whereas, Figure 20 illustrates pedestrians’ pattern of distribution at
bottlenecks during evacuation state using different time-steps throughout simulation
by using those different internal configurations.
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Figure 19

Two simulation scenarios with the same size and exit arrangement but
different internal configuration. (Guo, 2010)

Figure 20

Distribution (density) pattern during evacuation different time steps;
scenario a on left side, scenario b on right side. (Guo, 2010)
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4. Pedestrians’ Mapping / Routing

For pedestrians’ mapping/routing, several models have been suggested in literature.
Such models focused on different scales of routing, such as multimodal networks’
routing, pedestrians’ routing and other relevant areas. Most of the literature found is
focused on navigation routing objectives; however, throughout this literature review,
it has been observed that such literature is of a significant value on Accessibility
Density (AxeDe) application(s).
Further to the above, this section presents different topics/applications of literature
that could benefit AxeDe within their variant scope of contexts.

Rehrl et al. (2007) discuss the multimodal route calculation covering the different
aspects of a public transportation trip and classify it into scene space and network
space. Their model subdivided scene space into floors and regions where gateways
(e.g., stairs, escalators, ramps, etc) have been used to connect these floors and regions.
Attributes have been suggested to generate more realistic route computation.
Interestingly, the above model focuses on the integration with other transportation
modes, and it structures the model to function as a 3D model although it actually runs
as a 2D model.

Zlatanova et al. (2013) present another model with different framework that identifies
the following six concepts:
1) Space - divided into sub-spaces and insert subspaces
2) Partitions - set physical restrictions in order to satisfy design needs
3) Agents - are usually represented by people
4) Activities – tasks that take place in the space
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5) Resources – what agents utilize within a space to do activities
6) Modifiers – they dynamically impact the use of space and are usually
outcomes of certain events

Figure 21 illustrates the different aspects of this proposed model. The value of
Zlatanova’s et al. (2013) framework is that it properly addresses the different
components of indoor mapping; however, the researchers addressed level of details
which may not be required for certain models based on the objective of the potential
application(s). For instance, AxeDe concept may mainly focus on spaces, partitions,
activities and resources; whereas, agents may be utilized to represent potential
congestion. Modifiers sound to be the less considerable for such application because
AxeDe does not focus on emergency and other occasional states (e.g., fire)

Figure 21

Agent and navigation task (Zlatanova et al., 2013)

Asano et al. (2010) elaborate on the different types of pedestrians’ models based on
scale, such as tactical model (i.e. choice to use a different route) and operational
model (i.e. choice to avoid another pedestrian while walking). Figure 22 shows the
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route choice of a pedestrian at tactical level, taking into consideration the
circumstances at macro level.

Figure 22

Network for route choice (Asano et al., 2010)

The framework presented by Asano et al. (2010) is highly useful in determining the
suitable level of network required for the AxeDe concept. However, there is another
strategic level, higher than the tactical level, discussed by Papadimitriou et al. (2013).
Figure 23 shows how the tactical level determines route choice based on the trip’s
origin and destination; whereas, it operates in coordination with operational level to
determine tactical route choices based on the dynamic environment throughout the OD initial route. Figure 24 illustrates the 3 levels of route-choice where the strategic
level tends to be a network level, and the operational level tends to be a local level.
Concerning AxeDe concept, it seems that the strategic/tactical levels are more suitable
to be considered because AxeDe is mainly a solution for mega-scale developments;
whereas, route determinism shall represent a weighted cumulative average rather than
individual choices.
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Figure 23 Model framework

Figure 24 Network Levels

(Asano et al., 2010)

(Papadimitriou et al., 2013)

Lorenz et al. (2006) highlight the challenge of the complexity of topological structure
of indoor routes as compared to road networks; therefore, they propose a hierarchical
graph model where 3rd dimension could be represented, and the components of the
graph can carry qualitative and quantitative attributes, as depicted in Figure 25.

Figure 25

Floor Plan Overlaid with Cell Centres and a Path System (Lorenz et al.,
2006)

Lorenz et al. (2006) also suggest connecting the hierarchical model, which may
represent multi-storey buildings, by connectivity nodes taking into consideration the
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hierarchy of the model, which comprises of different levels. Figures 26 and 27
illustrate the hierarchical and the rules of connectivity among different levels.

Figure 26

Figure 27

Hierarchical Graph (Lorenz et al., 2006)

Relations between Hierarchy Levels and Graph Elements (Lorenz et al.,
2006)

This proposed model by Lorenz et al. (2006) is highly useful in determining the
hierarchical levels for graph-based network to be able to deal with a 3D network in
the context of a 2D network model.
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Hagedorn et al. (2009) focused on classifying the Level of Details (LODs) for indoor
navigation/routing in - four LODs (refer to Figure 28), which support the below usecases:
9 LOD-1: Shows the main parts of a building, outer shell and access points.
9 LOD-2: Shows various spaces, indoor routes and offers 2D floor plans.
9 LOD-3: Shows the shape of doors and windows, heights and offers higher
realism.
9 LOD-4: Shows all interior and exterior details of buildings and offers highest
degree of realism.

Figure 28

Indoor model instances at different LODs (Hagedorn et al. 2009)

For further details, they illustrate an example of LOD within a building where internal
as well as external connections are represented with their directional connectivity (see
Figure 29). For instance, the connection point of the lift is supposed to be connected
to the one in the other floors.

Figure 29

Example of LOD-2 building and routing model instances for a single floor
(Hagedorn et al. 2009)
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Table 5 shows a comparison of the four proposed LODs with reference to thematic
types.
Table 5 Mapping GML geometries to thematic types in the various LODs (Hagedorn et al.
2009)

The LODs proposed by Hagedorn et al. (2009) are considered of a high value for
future applications to be implemented at reasonable costs / efforts and to also fulfill
the requirements / objectives of application(s).
Worboys (2011) present a model of indoor space (I-space model) as illustrated in
Figure 30.

Figure 30

Top level taxonomy of indoor space models (Worboys, 2011)

Semantic Models: represent the diversity of types of indoor spaces and their
attributes and relationships. For representation of semantic model, Khan and Kolbe
(2013) suggest two international standards, which are CityGML and IFC in 3D GIS.
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Topological Models: concerned with the connectivity attributes of different
areas/spaces. Khan and Kolbe (2013) suggest node-relation structure (NRS) and maptree models for representing topological models. There are two topological aspects of
I-space presented, as follows:
-

Topographic space: or primal/structural space. It is represented by the
structural components of the building, such as walls, rooms, corridors, doors,
windows, etc.
Topographic space is supposed to be modeled as a real 3D model or as a
linked collection of different 2D levels.

-

Dual space: or path space. It is defined as space of paths.
The path space is usually modeled as a routing graph. It has 2 sub-graphs, as
follows:
Connectivity graph: represented by edges and reflects a virtual
connectivity among different spaces (i.e. 2 adjacent spaces with door).
Accessibility graph: represented by edges and reflects a real
connectivity among different spaces (i.e. 2 adjacent spaces with
unlocked door).

Figure 31 illustrates non-transitivity concept as explained by Worboys (2011). This
scenario assumes that there is a non-accessible room that could be a potential of a
shorter-path route.

Figure 31

Non-transitivity example (Worboys, 2011)
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Khan and Kolbe (2013) discussed the advantages of using geometric and topological
models.
Advantages of using geometric models:
1) More level of detail and accuracy
2) Very precise
3) Suitable for achieving optimal route
Advantages of using topological based models:
1) Easy to manage
2) Representative of complex environments in simple way
3) Simple for navigation / location
Pradhan (2000) and Brummit and Shafer (2011) classify models into:
-

Topological/Semantic Models: which are based on descriptions of spatial
relations

-

Geometric (metrics) Models: which are based on measurements of distances
and angles. Khan and Kolbe (2013) suggest that these models include
Autodesk’s 3D Studio Max, 3D CAD models, Google Sketchup, etc.

However, to benefit from the earlier models, Worboys (2011) suggest other models,
such as:
Hybrid Models: hybrid models combine different models, such as topological and
geometric features in order to create a model that benefits from features of each
model. For instance, geometric model may add accurate quantification of distance as
well as precise angles to the connectivity features; whereas, topological model may
add accessibility features.
Granularity and Hierarchical Models: models with different levels and regions that
are connected via hierarchal pattern.
With reference to the above proposed models, the hybrid and hierarchical models
sound to offer suitable new options to design a model that fits a specific application
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requirements, such as AxeDe, by benefiting from the adoption of mixed-methods and
structures (i.e. geometric and topological models).

Goetz and Zipf (2011) conducted a research that may significantly benefit the concept
of AxeDe. The following paragraph provides a brief review of the relevant literature
on existing models’ constraints and conclusions:
Gilliéron and Bertrand (2003) introduce a model that is based on CAD files. The files
only contained metrics data but lacked topological relations. A hierarchical model has
been proposed by Lorenz et al. (2006) where structured paths and optional semantic
information have been included. Lee (2007) suggests a 3D model containing two dual
graphs, with topological information and geometric aspects. A 3D-GIS based model
with Building Information Modeling (BIM) has been also proposed by Yuan and
Zizhang (2008) incorporating both geometric and semantic information, where floor
elements are separated based on their different functional aspects. Yuan and Schneider
(2008) propose another model that generates optimal non-circuitous routes where
cells are classified as simple cells, complex cells, open cells and connectors. They
also discuss the iNav approach which proposes an edge between every possible pair
of nodes (refer to Figure 32).

Goetz and Zipf (2011) argue that current models:
1) Do not properly distinguish different zones within halls and other spaces (e.g.,
boarding counter within airport hall)
2) Do not properly adopt directional attributes where one way path might be the
situation (e.g., airport check-in point)

Table 6 shows a comparison between iNav and Centerline approaches within different
scenarios of corridors with different numbers of doors where it shows that the
centerline approach is advantageous for a scenario of more than 6 doors.
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Table 6 Comparison between modeling approaches for a break-even analysis (Goetz and
Zipf, 2011)

The iNav approach proposes a connection for each pair of nodes (Figure 32 (b));
whereas, the centerline suggests nodes in the middle of the corridor to connect the
centerline to the different doors (Figure 32 (c)).

Figure 32

Exemplary corridor (GOETZ and ZIPF, 2011)
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Table 7 illustrates a comparison of walking distances between both approaches where
it is concluded that the further distance is between two doors and the lower overhead
of walking distance between both options.
Table 7 Travelling distances for different modeling approaches and different pairs of doors
(Goetz and Zipf, 2011)

This indicates that within mega-scale developments, the centerline approach seems to
be a preferred option because:
1) it decreases the number of graph elements for better performance of rendering
2) it has no real negative impact on the route distances (increase of route, in
comparison to closest path, could be neglected) taking into account that
AxeDe tends to address the average route distance rather than individual
shortest distances.
Therefore, it seems that the centerline approach could be more realistic.

In order to address the best locations and numbers of nodes while digitizing a
pedestrian movement network/skeleton, Goetz and Zipf (2011) present an example at
an entrance hall in an airport (refer to Figure 33), where different attraction-zones
such as check-in counters were represented by nodes. They criticize that there was no
solution addressed for such case. Therefore, they suggest addressing the weight of
attraction of such attraction-zones by representative nodes.
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Figure 33

Routing graph for an airport entrance hall (a) and for exhibition hall (b) –
(Goetz and Zipf, 2011)

Goetz and Zipf (2011) discuss further the representation of vertical transportation as
well as horizontal edges (e.g. moving walkway) and escalators where one-way
attributes for direction are required. Figure 34 illustrates a representation of route
graphs for an elevator and a stairway.

Figure 34

Side-face of a route graph for an elevator (a) and a stairway with opposed
doors (b) – (Goetz & Zipf, 2011)

In nutshell, Goetz and Zipf (2011) propose a Weighted Indoor Routing Graph (WIRG)
for efficient and reliable route modeling. WIRG is a graph that describes all possible
path constructions in an indoor environment, and it contains semantic information
about the different parts of the indoor environment.
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WIRG is an advanced model which represents indoor environments with topologic,
semantic and geometric information that allows the calculation of nearly lengthoptimal routing in complex building structures. WIRG properly distinguishes different
zones within halls and other spaces at indoor environments (e.g. a boarding counter
within an airport hall). Moreover, it properly adopts directional attributes where oneway path may be the situation.
For the application of AxeDe, WIRG method could significantly benefit in building
the pedestrians’ route network and enriching such network with quantitative and
qualitative information (topologic, semantic and geometric), which are all required for
the calculation of route accessibility within pre-determined measuring unit(s).

As suggested earlier by Nagel et al. (2010), Brown et al. (2013) discuss the
integration of models into Multilayered Space-Event Model (MLSEM) which is based
on the structure of layers within different spaces, as depicted in Figure 35.

Figure 35

Multilayered Space-Event Model combining differing space layers
(topological, sensor, logical space, etc) (Nagel et al. 2010)
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Brown et al. (2013) also presented 15 Indoor Navigation Topographic Space
Requirements. The most relevant requirements to AxeDe are briefed as follows:
9 R1 (4): indicates the importance of subdividing a main indoor space (e.g.
airport) into smaller sub-spaces for better determinism of the start and end
points of a route.
9 R2 (10): Specialized types of connecting space with specific semantics shall
be used for vertical (e.g. staircase), horizontal (e.g. corridor), fixed (e.g. ramp),
assisted (e.g. escalator) and transfer (e.g. elevator) connecting spaces.
9 R3 (11): Transfer spaces are to be subdivided into physical (e.g. door opening)
and virtual openings (e.g. airport security gate) for which concerning attributes
are to be assigned.

Brown et al. (2013) conclude that topographic elements should contain simple (e.g.
single restriction for single element) and combined constraints (e.g. multiple
restrictions for multiple/single element(s)).

There are different ways to represent routing and/or mapping in transport-focused
applications. Zhou et al. (2015) present various 3D representations that were focused
on location-allocation application for facilities within a building. However, such
representations are useful to be reviewed in order to spot the light on what
representation levels are practiced in similar applications. Figure 36 illustrates a 3D
representation of such applications, which could be projected to other 3D or even 2D
applications in related fields.
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3D network pre-processed for routing

3D representation of demand distribution across time windows

3D spider accessibility map

3D space representation for accessibility per facility

3D network-based spider map representing proximity to facilities

Figure 36

Sample representations of accessibility application in 3 dimensions (Zhou
et al. 2015)
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Main Conclusions of Literature Review
Further to the conducted literature review, below is a highlight of the main outcomes
that may benefit this research with indications to what is adopted in the application of
this research and what could be considered later:
1) This research considers average figures of pedestrians’ attributes and static
factors as what was identified in global literature; whereas, local parameters
are to be identified and considered in later researches. Dynamic factors (as
classified in this literature review) are not considered in the application of this
research as they assume pedestrian walking in free-flow situation with zero
impact of other pedestrians or congestion factors; however, this is
recommended to be studied further in later research.
2) As concluded by Neutens (2015), travel time is the preferred measure of
accessibility metrics as it is more capable of better addressing free walking
and travel via vertical transportation means (i.e., escalators, travellators)
among different levels.
3) With reference to Worboys (2011), Khan and Kolbe (2013), Pradhan (2000)
and Brummit and Shafer (2011), a hybrid model combining topological and
geometric features is to be developed. This will be represented via graphbased network consisting of nodes and segments (taken from Pre-processed
CAD drawings to Shape File) and has to be linked to the logical model of
buildings and to external network transfer points (i.e., parking, public
transportation stations/stops, etc).
4) Level of Detail (LOD) of the model is to consider LOD-2, as indicated by
Hagedorn et al. (2009), via highlighting only zones which are useful for the
application.
5) The WIRG method is used in this research by considering the following:
a. Centerline in the corridors/pathways
b. Point-of-Interest/obstacle nodes in the main halls/rooms, with
consideration to Yao et al. (2012) model
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c. One-way / two-way paths
d. Vertical building parts
6) As inferred by Lorenz et al. (2006), a 3D indoor space is represented via 2D
maps/layouts (from the resulted Shape File). In this study, the research
application addresses different layouts/levels which are properly-connected
from functionality perspective rather than visual perspective. The 3rd
dimension is to be reflected via vertical transportation means’ connectivity
(i.e., escalators as major means of indoor transportation in shopping malls)
which represents gateways (containing quantitative and qualitative attributes)
connecting different levels.
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III.

Methodology

Considering that indoor environments with mainly vertical transportation (e.g., Burj
Khalifa) most often rely on the technology of the vertical transportation means (i.e.
lifts), which could be comparatively simple and often variable, based on the
transportation means’ technology and speed. Therefore, the research/study will
address horizontally-structured developments as a case study.
In order to achieve the objectives of the research, a case study from Dubai was
selected to test and outline the AxeDe concept. The selected mega-scale project is the
Mall of the Emirates (MoE) which has an indoor environment with horizontallyscattered pattern of destinations
The above case study represents a demonstration illustrating the impact of indoor
spaces design on indoor transportation and accessibility measures. This is measured
via the following proposed framework:
The study framework is presented in Figure 37 and it concludes the following:

1) Literature Review outcomes are to be utilized as inputs into the model, as
follows:
a. General Literature

Æ

Dataset

b. Design and Accessibility

Æ

Spatial Dataset

c. Pedestrians’ Flow and Standards

Æ

Dataset

d. Pedestrians’ Mapping / Routing

Æ

CAD Pre-processing and

Spatial Dataset
2) Case Project is to be identified in order to collect data, as following:
a. CAD Drawings – to be pre-processed as described in point#3
b. Technology Specifications - including type (i.e., escalator, travellator,
lift, etc) and speed to be used in assessing the cost-of-travel and the
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potential delay(s) via different transportation means in the project.
Lifts are not addressed in this study as escalators and travellators are
observed to be the major vertical transportation means in MoE.
c. Entry Statistics – useful to measure the weighted accessibility in a
project; this can benefit in planning better integrative accessibility
taking into account external transportation networks. Entry Statistics
are not addressed in this thesis, but it shall be addressed in later
research to ensure more integrative projects where external and
internal transportation are better balanced.
3) CAD drawings are to be pre-processed, as follows:
a. Subdivide main indoor space into smaller sub-spaces for better
determinism of start and end points of pedestrian’s routes (e.g., in a
shopping mall start points are entrances and end points are shops, in an
airport end points are gates to planes or to transfer bus).
b. Add start points at all public entrances to the project (specify
color/layer)
c. Add Points of Interest (refer to point#5) and Connecting Spaces Nodes
and classify them by color/layer into vertical (e.g. staircase), horizontal
(e.g. corridor), fixed (e.g. ramp), assisted (e.g. escalator) and transfer
(e.g. elevator) connecting spaces. Staircases, ramps and elevators are
not considered in this study because the majority of visitors have been
observed to use escalators and travellators in MoE (staircases, ramps
and elevators use has been neglected).
d. Add assisting end points at the gates of potential destinations (specify
color/layer). Note: if necessary, final end points could be resulted at
later stage by converting destination sub-spaces from polygons to
points (refer to point#6).
e. Draw Dual/Path Space within Topographic/Structural Space using the
centerline approach (refer to point#5 for processing).
f. Classify Transfer Spaces (Edges) in correspondence to their
Connecting Spaces Nodes (refer to point#3/c), and then subdivide the
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nodes into physical (e.g. door opening) and virtual openings (e.g.
security gate), for which concerning attributes are to be assigned later.
g. Transfer the CAD file into shape file to be saved into the Spatial
Dataset.
4) GIS Processing Software is to be used for Data Pre-processing and Routing
Application. The following software(s)/plug-in(s) may be used:
a. ArcGIS – GIS processing software; network analyst plug-in is to be
used for Routing and travel cost calculations
b. QGIS – GIS processing software
c. Postgres - PostgreSQL is an effective, open source, object-relational
database system (PostgreSQL.org)
d. PostGIS – PostGIS is a supportive tool for spatial objects to the
PostgreSQL database. PostGIS spatially enables the PostgreSQL server
in order to empower it to represent a backend spatial database for
geographic information systems (GIS), much like ESRI's SDE or
Oracle's Spatial extension. (PostGIS.org)
e. PG-Routing – It is a tool to extend PostGIS / PostgreSQL to offer
geospatial routing functionalities. (pgRouting.org)
5) Open the Shape File (resulted from point#3/g) by the Processing Software
(ArcGIS, QGIS, etc) and tag the Nodes and Edges with easy-to-recognize
names (if required for easy identification), and then tag with special attributes
which shall help in computing cost-of-travel (i.e., distance, time) throughout
the network.
6) Convert destination sub-spaces from polygons/zones/capacities to points by
utilizing the areas of these sub-spaces as attributes to destination/end points
(refer to poin#3/d). An alternative way is to keep those sub-spaces as polygons
and then spatially-join them with the assisting end points.
7) Prepare the Dual/Path Space (Network) to be routable. This is achievable via
different software packages, as follows:
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a. ArcGIS – Create dataset, planarize lines (network), new topology, then
new network dataset
b. QGIS – NodeNetwork, then createTopology
8) Test the AxeDe concept for each pedestrian’s gate (start point) within the
project using different variations of units (e.g., thresholds of 5 minutes, 2
minutes, 300 meters, 120 meters are to be applied) as reasonable time/distance
for pedestrian(s) to access as many destinations as possible, within the project.
Note: suitable units are determined throughout the research tasks. This task is
processed as follows:
a. Process route calculation (OD Matrix) at each start point to every
accessible destination
b. Exclude all resulted figures that exceed the test predetermined
threshold (i.e., time, distance)
c. Conclude the sum of accessible destination (e.g., area for shopping in
this thesis, capacity of plane in an airport case study for future
research) by each start point and then divide sum(s) by the total
destination capacity (i.e., total areas) to acquire percentages (AxeDe /
gate). Finally, compare and visualize the results.
9) Test the AxeCo of the whole project (in this research, AxeCo has been applied
first on individual layout as a step by step approach for easier explanation and
better understanding of the concept). AxeCo is assumed to represent the
minimum number of units (time/distance) required to accumulatively access
the furthest shops/destinations in a layout/project via all access gates
simultaneously.
10) Assess the validity of the method, suggest improvement (if any) and then
draw conclusions.
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Mapping /
Routing

Literature
Review

Design
Impact
Walking &
Accessibility
General /
Accessibility

Figure 37

Dataset
(Spatial)

CAD PreProcessing

PreProcessing

Technology
Specification

Application
Processing /
Visualization

Statistics
(not part of
this study)

Analysis &
Conclusions

Project

Proposed AxeDe / AxeCo Procedure’s illustrative diagram

The expected outcomes of the proposed procedure:
1) Percentage(s) representing AxeDe of each entrance per set-of-units (i.e. time,
distance). Such percentages could be:
a. used to compare the level of accessibility provided by every entrance
to other entrances,
b. cross-referenced with external network(s) inputs to measure the level
of harmonization of the project, from accessibility perspective, with its
surrounding networks. This step is not applied in this study but is to be
demonstrated further in future research while measuring the weighted
accessibility using the entry statistics as explained in the previous
section, point#2).
2) Spatial maps that illustrate the computed accessibility spatial coverage per
entrance per set-of-units. Maps could be used to spatially-address poorlyaccessible zones where improvement may take place.
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3) A value representing AxeCo of the project: in this research, AxeCo has been
applied first on individual layout as a step by step approach only for easier
explanation and better understanding of the concept. Such value may be used
as a measurement criterion to compare accessibility of different projects.

The above suggested framework is appropriate because of the following:

1) It is quite simplified and easy to implement. For example, 3D space is
simplified to 2D maps/layouts.
2) ArcGIS and QGIS are available software, easily accessible and suit different
categories of end-users.
3) It adopts the WIRG method. WIRG is the most suitable method to publicly
accessible buildings because it is simple to apply centerline approach, which
reduces the amount of graph elements, and thus is likely to increase
performance. The centerline model is also more realistic; it accounts for the
average travel distance rather than visibility-graph shortest path. The
additional travel distance, in comparison to shortest path, is rather fractional
and has no significant impact on the route.
4) The developed model combines topological and geometric features. The
geometry adds quantification of distance and angle to the connectivity;
whereas, accessibility attributes provided by topology.
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Scope of Work
In order to properly introduce AxeDe framework and benefit from its potential
applications, there shall be a comprehensive scope to be covered. Table 8 illustrates
the proposed scope in this thesis as well as the non-covered scope, which is suggested
for future research.
Table 8 Suggested Scope vs. Future Research
The Suggested Scope Coverage for this Thesis within
the Proposed AxeDe Scheme

Main Scheme

Walking
(main
indoors
mode of
transport)

Entry
Statistics
(Footfall)

Application
Type
(Landuse)

Covered

Remarks

Base Literature
Review

i.e. Design, Walking,
Routing

Y

AxeDe concept is based on many research/business fields;
therefore, a dynamic literature review is required to keep the
concept up‐to‐date with its foundation research fields

Suggested
Framework

i.e. base framework
for development

Y

The suggested Framework is open for future development and
improvement

Pedestrians'
Attributes

i.e. Age, gender

Y

Averages of different attributes impact on walking behavior/speed
are to be taken from global literature; local parameters are to be
part of future research (*)

External ‐ Satatic i.e. distance, land‐use,
design
Factors

Y

Distance influences the threshold of walking decision (global
parameters*), land‐use influences walking speed (global
parameters*), and design impacts shortest path/route

i.e. congestion,
External ‐
Dynamic Factors events, etc

N

Congestion and Events impact AxeDe negatively by average delay
factors within the different sections of route(s) and gateway(s) ‐
refer to Section IV/3/2

Operational
Statistics

i.e. operational
projects' statistics

N

Estimated
Statistics

i.e. new projects via
TIS/TIA

N

Operational Statistics will help in the calculations of the real
Weighted AxeDe in operational projects in order to suggest
improvements then to project expected outcomes
Estimated Statistics will assist in the calculations of the estimated
Weighted AxeDe in planned projects in order to study solutions to
achieve better AxeDe

Shopping Centre

Y

Indoor Environment with scattered pattern of destinations

Airport

N

Indoor Environment with more centralized routes to destinations

University
Hospital
Others

N
N
N

To be assessed
To be assessed
To be assessed

* different parameters have been taken into consideration (to insert average values into the model) based on global
parameters. Local parameters are recommended to be inserted for more accurate results.
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IV.

Model Development and Application

1. Model Development - Overview

The AxeDe first application is proposed for MoE, a landmark shopping mall in Dubai,
UAE, which is directly connected to two hotels and a multi-storey car park. This
application focuses on the shopping mall only, but it measures accessibility via all
entrances whether from the car park, public roads or hotels on all levels: Level0
(Ground Level), Level1 and level2.
The application is first conducted on Level0 (L0), Level1 (L1) and Level2 (L2)
individually in order to measure the accessibility level (via AxeDe suggested method)
within a flat layout. Then, accessibility levels are measured, in second phase of
research, within all connected levels where the cost of travel considers the impact of
the connecting links (escalators and travellators).
In this application, cost of travel is calculated to all accessible shops/retail-units
(destinations) from each entrance (origin). A skeleton (vector feature), representing
the average pedestrian routes within the shopping mall, is used for routing and for
calculating the cost of travel (refer to Section III, sub-section# 4 - WIRG method by
Goetz and Zipf (2011)). An average walking speed of 1 meter/second is used, taking
into consideration the common ‘slower’ walking speed in shopping malls with
reference to the average walking speeds of different land-uses, people, countries, etc
(refer to Section II, sub-section# 3). On escalators/travellators, it was observed that
the majority of people prefer standing than walking. Furthermore, the minority who
prefer to walk have very high potential of being stopped/held by standing people, so
they are forced to stand until they reach the escalator/travellator exit. The observed
horizontal speed on escalators/travellators is approximately half of the adopted
walking speed of 1 meter/second (speed = 0.5 meter/second).
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For this application, two thresholds are tentatively suggested as a reasonable
time/distance for pedestrians to access as many destinations as possible within MoE.
Those thresholds (x) are suggested for this application as 300 seconds (300s) and 120
seconds (equal to 300/120 meters based on the suggested walking speed), taking into
consideration the size of MoE. However, those thresholds differ while moving from
one level to another (via escalators/travellators); therefore, time is preferred to be used
as it tends to be more realistic. All values above those thresholds will be excluded in
order to be able to measure the level of accessibility per entrance.
Area (square meter as a unit) is used to reflect the level of accessibility considering
the land-use of the application project (shopping mall – mainly retail land-use).
Therefore, the sum of shops / retail-units’ areas is calculated for the remaining
destination points after excluding all destinations accessible within higher-thanthreshold cost of travel.
In order to calculate the AxeDe values per entrance, each of the resulted sums is
divided by the total available destination capacity (i.e., total retail area) to acquire
ratio-type result-figures, compare, analyze and visualize results.
The last step is to test the AxeCo of the whole project. The result-figure is useful to
provide a perception of what maximum distance/time someone may need to walk in
order to reach their destination in case they chose to enter from the closest entrance to
their destination. However, the benefit of such figures is expected to be further
valuable to set benchmarks, improve accessibility of certain areas and compare
accessibility of different projects (similar in type and size).
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2. AxeDe Application Case Study (Mall of the Emirates)

a) Application Inputs and Preparation

MoE is a landmark shopping mall located in the new side of Dubai, close to Dubai
Marina, and on the way from the New Downtown to Jebel Ali (where the new Al
Maktoum Airport is located). MoE represents a mixed-use development concentrated
mainly on retail, entertainment and hotel use. It is connected to Dubai Metro and close
to the Dubai Tram. Today, MoE undergoes construction works aiming to expand the
leasable area by September, 2015.
This application focuses on the shopping mall only. The main entrances of MoE in
L0, L1 and L2 are covered in this study. Figures 38, 39 and 40 present 3 layouts: L0,
L1, and L2, respectively. The three figures illustrate all entrances included within the
scope of this study.
L0 comprises approximately 215 stores/shops ranging from retail small-size shops to
medium-size shops and mega-stores. Eight main gates at L0 have been studied in this
application, as follows:
9 Gate1 (g1): a shared gate with Kempinski Hotel where the mall is accessible
via escalator to L1, close to Ski Dubai side, and located before the VIP
entrance while driving at the front-side road of MoE (the corner facing Sheikh
Zayed Road).
9 Gate2 (g2): is a central gate located at the Fashion Dome area (car park side),
which is easily accessible from the different sides of the car park.
9 Gate3 (g3) is located at the car park side, between the Central Galleria/Dome
Area and Gate4 (g4). Gates 3 and 4 are close to Carrefour hypermarket.
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9 Gates 5 and 6 are located in the central area of MoE (VIP area) at the front
road of the project. Both gates are located at the main road side (the corner
facing Sheikh Zayed Road). While g5 allows direct access to L0 central area,
g6 allows access to L1 central area with no direct access to L0 retail.
9 Gate 7 (g7) is located at the car park side, close to the food court of L1 and to
Ski Dubai at L0.
9 Gate 8 (g8) at Sheraton Hotel side. G8 is located to the opposite side of g4,
close to Carrefour hypermarket.
Refer to Figure 38 for spatial illustration of the above.

Figure 38

MoE Ground Level Layout illustrating Access Points (gates)

L1 comprises approximately 240 stores/shops, from retail small-size shops to
medium-size shops and mega-stores. Five main gates at L1 have been studied in this
application, as follows:
9 G9 is located at the car park side, close to the food court of L1 and Ski Dubai,
and it is located above G7 (one level higher).
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9 G10 is a central gate located at the Fashion Dome area and is easily accessible
from the different sides of the car park (located above g2).
9 G11 is located between the central galleria/dome area and g12. Both g11 and
g12 are located at the car park side, close to Carrefour hypermarket with
straight access via travellator(s). G11 is located above g3; whereas, g12 is
located above g4.
9 G13 is located on the opposite side to g11; it allows access to the Metro
station via a pedestrian bridge.
9 There are other gates from Sheraton Hotel and Kempinski Hotel but not
considered as main/public gates in this study. However, the impact of those
‘semi-public’ gates is analyzed separately later in this study.
Refer to the Figure 39 for spatial illustration of the above.

Figure 39

MoE Level 1 Layout illustrating Access Points (gates)

L2 comprises approximately 35 stores/shops/halls. Four main gates at L2 have been
studied in this application, as follows:
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9 G14 is a central gate located at the Fashion Dome area, which is easily
accessible from the different sides of the car park located above g2 and g10.
9 G15 is located between the central galleria/dome area and g16. Both g15 and
g16 are located at the car park side, close to Carrefour hypermarket with
straight access via escalator(s)/travellator(s). G15 is located above g3 and g11;
whereas, g16 is located above g4 and g12.
9 G17 is located at the car park side, close to the food court of L1 and Ski Dubai
at L0. G17 is located at the second level, above g7 and g9.
Refer to the Figure 40 for spatial illustration of the above.

Figure 40

MoE Level 2 Layout illustrating Access Points (gates)
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b) Application Framework and Technical Background

The application is first planned to measure the accessibility level (via AxeDe
suggested method) on each of L0, L1 and L2, individually then globally, in order to
assess the functionality of the AxeDe concept within a flat layout within a 3Dfunctional layouts (2D layers/layouts functioning as 3D connected layers/layouts from
routing perspective ,i.e., connections among layers/layouts restricted through
escalators/travellators, different costs of travel over vertical transportation means,
etc).
In order to measure the travel cost(s) correctly, it is important to ensure that the vector
features (skeleton) are processed properly after being importing from CAD (.dwg)
format. Such processing incorporates a number of essential steps to:
9 clean network by checking if the digitizing of the routing network/skeleton is
accurately done and connectivity is maintained along the network/skeleton,
9 node/planarize network (node in QGIS, planarize in ArcGIS) by adding points
at all the junctions along the routing network/skeleton to ensure that routing is
properly functional all along the network/skeleton, and
9 create network’s topology.
The above steps are essential in order to prepare the network to accommodate routing.
In this context, it is important to draw the attention to adjusting the level of tolerance
throughout these processes in accordance with the scale or the base unit of the
network (i.e., meter, millimeter, kilometer, etc).
Therefore, building the network is highly essential in order to facilitate the process of
making pedestrians’ routing skeleton effectively routable. This shall address the
following two aspects:
1) The accuracy of CAD drawings’ drafting throughout the skeleton (network),
with special attention to intersections and crossings.
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2) Following routing standards while building the structure of the skeleton, such
as WIRG standards by Goetz and Zipf (2011).
For

example,

in

this

shopping

mall

application,

the

centerline in

the

corridors/pathways follows the WIRG guidelines; whereas, the point-of-interest
nodes’ concept in main halls/rooms, with consideration to Yao et al. (2012) model,
takes its shape close to escalators/travellators (vertical pedestrians transportation
means).

Such

special

customization of the skeleton section(s) close to

escalators/travellators is highly imperative while working on multi-level projects. This
is to ensure that no redundant cost is repeatedly applied throughout variant routes
among the different levels of the building to reach destination shops that are
connected via those sections. This is required for higher accuracy in calculations and
for more realistic outcomes. Refer to Chapter II (section# 4) and Figure 41 for sample
skeleton structures.

Figure 41

Sample Skeleton Structures at MoE illustrating Points-of Interest nodes
close to vertical parts
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c) Geometric Layout Travel Parameters / Ranges

At L0, the costs of travel are calculated from different entrances (gates 1-8) to all
accessible shops / retail-units within L0. In order to have a better understanding of L0
layout’s scale and its connectivity, the maximum costs of travel from each gate to the
furthest shop/point from that gate (rounded to closest 5) are presented as follows:
L0 maximum walking time/cost (within same level) per gate
¾ Gate01 (L0g01): N/A (no direct access from g1 to any destination within L0)
¾ Gate02 (L0g02): 500s
¾ Gate03 (L0g03): 405s
¾ Gate04 (L0g04): 545s
¾ Gate05 (L0g05): 475s
¾ Gate06 (L0g06): N/A (no direct access from g5 to any destination within L0)
¾ Gate07 (L0g07): 555s
¾ Gate08 (L0g08): 530s

At L1, the costs of travel are calculated from its entrances (gates 9-13) to all
accessible shops / retail-units within L1. As in L0, the maximum costs of travel from
each gate to the furthest shop/point from that gate (rounded to closest 5) are presented
below in order to have a better understanding of L1 layout’s scale and its
connectivity.
L1 maximum walking time/cost (within same level) per gate
¾ Gate09 (L1g09): 520s
¾ Gate10 (L1g10): 460s
¾ Gate11 (L1g11): 510s
¾ Gate12 (L1g12): 650s
¾ Gate13 (L1g13): 560s
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At L2, the costs of travel are calculated from its entrances (gates 14-17) to all
accessible shops / retail-units within L2. In order to have a better understanding of the
L2 layout’s scale and its connectivity, the maximum costs of travel from each gate to
the furthest shop/point from that gate (rounded to closest 5) are presented as follows:
L2 maximum walking time/cost (within same level) per gate
¾ Gate14 (L2g14): 210s
¾ Gate15 (L2g15): N/A (no direct access from G15 to any destination within L2)
¾ Gate16 (L2g16): N/A (no direct access from G16 to any destination within L2)
¾ Gate17 (L2g17): 95s

In comparison to the above figures/numbers, the maximum walking time/cost from
each gate to all destinations within MoE are presented below. These numbers
incorporate travel time/cost among different levels using escalators/travellators.
L0 maximum walking time/cost per gate
¾ Gate01 (L0g01): 730s
¾ Gate02 (L0g02): 500s
¾ Gate03 (L0g03): 520s
¾ Gate04 (L0g04): 660s
¾ Gate05 (L0g05): 475s
¾ Gate06 (L0g06): 560s
¾ Gate07 (L0g07): 555s
¾ Gate08 (L0g08): 640s
L1 maximum walking time/cost per gate
¾ Gate09 (L1g09): 580s
¾ Gate10 (L1g10): 515s
¾ Gate11 (L1g11): 510s
¾ Gate12 (L1g12): 650s
¾ Gate13 (L1g13): 560s
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L2 maximum walking time/cost per gate
¾ Gate14 (L2g14): 580s
¾ Gate15 (L2g15): 545s
¾ Gate16 (L2g16): 685s
¾ Gate17 (L2g17): 600s

The above results are useful for a better understanding of the potential travel distances
from the different gates to the available destinations inside MoE. Refer to Figures 38,
39 and 40 for further illustration with reference to the MoE layouts.
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d) Application Parameters

Based on the shopping mall size and the first “travel cost” testing figures, two
thresholds have been tentatively suggested for this application as a reasonable
time/distance for pedestrian(s) to access destination shops/stores within MoE. These
two thresholds are tentative figures used in this specific application; whereas, other
figures could be suggested for other applications taking into consideration the project
size and the relevant testing figures (AxeCo per entrance/gate). These two thresholds
are:
1) 120 seconds (120s - equal to 120 meters, taking into consideration the
suggested walking speed)
2) 300 seconds (300s - equal to 300 meters, taking into consideration the
suggested walking speed)
All values above these thresholds are excluded, assuming that those destinations are
considered relatively far from the studied gate. From another perspective, it could be
assumed that such destinations are more appropriate to be accessed from another gate.
The sums of the remaining figures are calculated to assess what area is accessible by
each gate.
In order to reflect the level of accessibility in MoE (mainly retail land-use), the ‘sqm’
unit is used to calculate the area (capacity) of the destinations/shops.
A walking speed of 1 meter/second is used to calculate the travel cost throughout all
flat network topologies. This walking speed seems a suitable average speed to be used
in calculating the travel cost, taking into considerations the international walking
standards of different land-uses, people and countries (refer to Chapter II, Section# 3),
and the local observation, during this research, of common walking speed within
shopping mall(s).
As mentioned earlier in the overview of this Chapter (Section#1), it was observed that
the majority of people in shopping centers in Dubai prefer standing than walking on
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escalators/travellators. Furthermore, the minority of visitors of malls who prefer to
walk on escalators/travellators are usually restricted/delayed by standing people, so
they are forced to stand until they reach the exit point of the used escalator/travellator.
On escalators/travellators, the observed horizontal speed is approximately half of the
walking speed adopted in this study, by 1 meter/second (horizontal speed of escalators
= 0.5 meter/second).
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e) Application Outputs

The results (sum of areas and numbers of accessed units) of routing from different
gates/origins of L0 via the pre-structured skeleton (network) to all accessible
destinations in different levels within 120s and 300s thresholds are illustrated,
consequently in Tables 9 and 10, respectively.
Table 9 Accessible areas and number of units from L0 gates to all destinations within a
threshold of 120 seconds
Entrance
_Ref
L0g01
L0g02
L0g03
L0g04
L0g05
L0g06
L0g07
L0g08

120s Threshold ‐ Accessible Area
Description
Next to Kempinski Hotel
Central ‐ Parking
Carrefour Central ‐ Parking
Carrefour Side ‐ Parking
VIP Entrance
VIP Entrance to L1
Ski Dubai ‐ Parking
Carrefour Side ‐ Taxi Drop

120s Threshold

120s Threshold ‐ Number of Units

L0 (sqm)

L1 (sqm)

L2 (sqm)

Total_Area (sqm)

L0 (units)

L1 (units)

L2 (units)

0.00
7,656.49
20,765.08
10,238.98
8,839.19
0.00
7,301.71
23,150.63

3,686.79
2,825.78
1,017.00
7,651.03
235.37
4,132.65
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

3,686.79
10,482.27
21,782.08
17,890.01
9,074.56
4,132.65
7,301.71
23,150.63

0.00
13.00
45.00
53.00
18.00
0.00
24.00
35.00

9.00
11.00
9.00
7.00
2.00
15.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

120s Threshold
Total Number of
Accessible Units
9.00
24.00
54.00
60.00
20.00
15.00
24.00
35.00

Note: highlighted rows represent one of the highest three accessible gate(s) within
the addressed threshold.
Table 10 Accessible areas and number of units from L0 gates to all destinations within a
threshold of 300 seconds
Entrance
_Ref
L0g01
L0g02
L0g03
L0g04
L0g05
L0g06
L0g07
L0g08

300s Threshold ‐ Accessible Area
Description
Next to Kempinski Hotel
Central ‐ Parking
Carrefour Central ‐ Parking
Carrefour Side ‐ Parking
VIP Entrance
VIP Entrance to L1
Ski Dubai ‐ Parking
Carrefour Side ‐ Taxi Drop

300s Threshold

300s Threshold ‐ Number of Units

L0 (sqm)

L1 (sqm)

L2 (sqm)

Total_Area (sqm)

L0 (units)

L1 (units)

L2 (units)

34,451.70
40,786.07
59,060.16
36,517.17
73,225.19
22,758.26
54,200.41
37,703.48

22,499.69
32,476.13
45,452.05
30,413.47
47,995.30
38,933.75
37,542.74
30,538.68

13,909.43
15,710.73
2,334.94
0.00
21,310.82
11,857.16
23,500.67
0.00

70,860.82
88,972.93
106,847.14
66,930.64
142,531.30
73,549.18
115,243.82
68,242.17

55.00
122.00
178.00
123.00
162.00
58.00
116.00
125.00

85.00
131.00
148.00
91.00
170.00
132.00
147.00
89.00

3.00
31.00
3.00
0.00
32.00
20.00
15.00
0.00

300s Threshold
Total Number of
Accessible Units
143.00
284.00
329.00
214.00
364.00
210.00
278.00
214.00

Note: highlighted rows represent one of the highest three accessible gate(s) within
the addressed threshold.
Visualizing the above figures results in accessibility maps, as per Figure 42 (for 120s
threshold).
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Figure 42

Accessible Units / Coverage of L0 gates within a threshold of 120 seconds
(Level 0)

The gates on L0 provide access to several units/shops on L1, within the same 120s
threshold, as illustrated in Figure 43.

Figure 43

Accessible Units / Coverage of L0 gates within a threshold of 120 seconds
(Level 1)
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As shown in Figures 42 and 43, the 120s threshold of L0 gates result in a good
coverage on most of the zones/sides of MoE within their entry level (except on the
side of the Cinema and Ski Dubai). Nonetheless, it results in a poor coverage within
the next/other level(s). The 300s threshold results in a full ‘accumulative’ coverage of
all destinations in MoE via the different gates of L0. Refer to Table 10 for accessible
area/units per gate in the different levels (L0, L1 and L2) via the different gates of L0.
In addition, the results (sum of areas and numbers of accessed units) of routing from
different gates/origins of L1 via the pre-structured skeleton (network) to all accessible
destinations in different levels within both 120s and 300s thresholds are illustrated in
Tables 11 and 12, respectively.
Table 11 Accessible areas and number of units from L1 gates to all destinations within a
threshold of 120 seconds
Entrance
_Ref
L1g09
L1g10
L1g11
L1g12
L1g13

120s Threshold

120s Threshold ‐ Accessible Area
Description
Ski Dubai ‐ Parking
Central ‐ Parking
Carrefour Central ‐ Parking
Carrefour Side ‐ Parking
Metro Link

120s Threshold ‐ Number of Units

L0 (sqm)

L1 (sqm)

L2 (sqm)

Total_Area (sqm)

L0 (units)

L1 (units)

L2 (units)

1,684.47
0.00
19,244.69
8,958.82
0.00

3,343.80
5,947.93
5,239.29
14,632.87
3,299.51

0.00
885.39
0.00
0.00
0.00

5,028.27
6,833.31
24,483.99
23,591.68
3,299.51

4.00
0.00
35.00
34.00
0.00

20.00
19.00
43.00
29.00
10.00

0.00
6.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

120s Threshold
Total Number of
Accessible Units
24.00
25.00
78.00
63.00
10.00

Note: highlighted rows represent two of the highest three accessible gate(s) within
the addressed threshold. Dark green is within the highest in both thresholds.
Table 12 Accessible areas and number of units from L1 gates to all destinations within a
threshold of 300 seconds
Entrance
_Ref
L1g09
L1g10
L1g11
L1g12
L1g13

300s Threshold ‐ Accessible Area
Description
Ski Dubai ‐ Parking
Central ‐ Parking
Carrefour Central ‐ Parking
Carrefour Side ‐ Parking
Metro Link

300s Threshold

300s Threshold ‐ Number of Units

L0 (sqm)

L1 (sqm)

L2 (sqm)

Total_Area (sqm)

L0 (units)

L1 (units)

L2 (units)

50,751.19
32,190.36
56,844.95
33,345.94
24,611.73

38,787.46
35,308.29
55,225.19
33,464.17
42,714.43

27,365.65
17,599.31
11,257.25
0.00
0.00

116,904.30
85,097.96
123,327.39
66,810.11
67,326.17

100.00
89.00
172.00
117.00
74.00

154.00
142.00
172.00
102.00
128.00

32.00
32.00
22.00
0.00
0.00

300s Threshold
Total Number of
Accessible Units
286.00
263.00
366.00
219.00
202.00

Note: The two rows highlighted in green in the description column represent two of
the highest three accessible gate(s) within the addressed threshold. Dark
green is within the highest accessibility in both thresholds.
Visualizing the above figures results in accessibility maps, as per Figure 44 (for 120s
threshold).
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Figure 44

Accessible Units / Coverage of L1 gates within a threshold of 120 seconds
(Level 1)

The accessible areas through L1 gates, on L0 level, within the same 120s threshold
are illustrated in Figure 45.

Figure 45

Accessible Units / Coverage of L1 gates within a threshold of 120 seconds
(Level 0)
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As shown in figures 44 and 45, the 120s threshold of L1 gates results in a fair
coverage on some zones/sides of MoE but poor coverage on other zones/sides of the
mall, within their entry level. However, a poor coverage within the next/other level(s)
has been reported (except at Carrefour side). The 300s threshold results in a full
accumulative coverage of all destinations in MoE via the different gates of L1. Refer
to Table 12 for accessible area/units per gate at the different levels (L0, L1 and L2)
via the different gates of L1.
Additionally, the results (sum of areas and numbers of accessed units) of routing from
different gates/origins of L2, via the pre-structured skeleton (network), to all
accessible destinations in different levels within 120s and 300s thresholds are
illustrated in Tables 13 and 14, respectively.
Table 13 Accessible areas and number of units from L2 gates to all destinations within a
threshold of 120 seconds
Entrance
_Ref
L2g14
L2g15
L2g16
L2g17

120s Threshold ‐ Accessible Area
Description
Central ‐ Parking
Carrefour Central ‐ Parking
Carrefour Side ‐ Parking
Ski Dubai ‐ Parking

120s Threshold

120s Threshold ‐ Number of Units

L0 (sqm)

L1 (sqm)

L2 (sqm)

Total_Area (sqm)

L0 (units)

L1 (units)

L2 (units)

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

547.36
2,810.79
10,748.04
2,308.02

4,293.99
0.00
0.00
8,309.34

4,841.36
2,810.79
10,748.04
10,617.36

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

1.00
25.00
15.00
12.00

18.00
0.00
0.00
2.00

120s Threshold
Total Number of
Accessible Units
19.00
25.00
15.00
14.00

Table 14 Accessible areas and number of units from L2 gates to all destinations within a
threshold of 300 seconds
Entrance
_Ref
L2g14
L2g15
L2g16
L2g17

300s Threshold

300s Threshold ‐ Accessible Area
Description
Central ‐ Parking
Carrefour Central ‐ Parking
Carrefour Side ‐ Parking
Ski Dubai ‐ Parking

300s Threshold ‐ Number of Units

L0 (sqm)

L1 (sqm)

L2 (sqm)

Total_Area (sqm)

L0 (units)

L1 (units)

L2 (units)

24,479.57
49,767.11
30,067.44
48,931.89

27,627.11
51,263.41
29,885.38
35,697.59

15,710.73
6,037.29
0.00
29,620.16

67,817.41
107,067.82
59,952.83
114,249.64

58.00
147.00
102.00
96.00

100.00
159.00
87.00
139.00

31.00
10.00
0.00
34.00

300s Threshold
Total Number of
Accessible Units
189.00
316.00
189.00
269.00

Visualizing the data shown in Table 13 results in accessibility maps, as depicted in
Figure 46 (for 120s threshold).
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Figure 46

Accessible Units / Coverage of L2 gates within a threshold of 120 seconds
(Level 2)

Figure 47 presents the accessible units/shops, along L1, via L2 gates within the same
120s threshold.

Figure 47

Accessible Units / Coverage of L2 gates within a threshold of 120 seconds
(Level 1)
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As illustrated in figures 46 and 47, L2 gates (within a threshold of 120s) result in a
good coverage at the car park side of MoE. However, they result in a poor coverage
on the other side of the mall, at L2. Similarly, a poor coverage at L1 has been
identified within the different zones (except the side close to g16). Accessibility test
of L2 gates results in a full accumulative layout coverage of all destinations at L2
(within a threshold of 300s) and a layout coverage of most shops/zones at L1, except
the zone above the VIP Entrance. Refer to Table 14 for accessible area/units per gate
in the different levels (L0, L1 and L2) via the different gates of L2.
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V.

Results and Analysis

1. AxeDe Results

After identifying the accessible areas within the mall from each origin/gate based on
the suggested thresholds, it is possible to calculate the AxeDe values for those
origins/gates. Therefore, each of the resulted sums of accessible destination areas per
threshold, per gate, is divided by the total available destination area/capacity of MoE.
As reported in Table 15, the AxeDe values of L0 gates were calculated by dividing
the accessible destination areas per gate within threshold over the total destination
areas of the project (approximately 184,000 sqm = L0: ~83,500 sqm + L1: ~71,000
sqm + L2: ~29,500 sqm). Besides, the ratios of number of accessible units/shops per
gate are calculated to provide a further idea about the density of shops per zone (shops
surrounding the gate, within a threshold).
Table 15 AxeDe and Accessible Units Ratios of L0 gates - classified per threshold (120s and
300s)

Entrance
_Ref
L0g01
L0g02
L0g03
L0g04
L0g05
L0g06
L0g07
L0g08

Entrance
_Ref
L0g01
L0g02
L0g03
L0g04
L0g05
L0g06
L0g07
L0g08

Description
Next to Kempinski Hotel
Central ‐ Parking
Carrefour Central ‐ Parking
Carrefour Side ‐ Parking
VIP Entrance
VIP Entrance to L1
Ski Dubai ‐ Parking
Carrefour Side ‐ Taxi Drop

Description
Next to Kempinski Hotel
Central ‐ Parking
Carrefour Central ‐ Parking
Carrefour Side ‐ Parking
VIP Entrance
VIP Entrance to L1
Ski Dubai ‐ Parking
Carrefour Side ‐ Taxi Drop

120s Threshold

120s Threshold

120s Threshold

120s Threshold

Total_Area (sqm)

AxeDe (120s)

Total Number of
Accessible Units

Accessible Units
Ratio (120s)

3,686.79
10,482.27
21,782.08
17,890.01
9,074.56
4,132.65
7,301.71
23,150.63
300s Threshold

2.0%
5.7%
11.8%
9.7%
4.9%
2.2%
4.0%
12.6%
300s Threshold

9.00
24.00
54.00
60.00
20.00
15.00
24.00
35.00
300s Threshold

1.8%
4.9%
11.0%
12.3%
4.1%
3.1%
4.9%
7.2%
300s Threshold

Total_Area (sqm)

AxeDe (300s)

Total Number of
Accessible Units

Accessible Units
Ratio (300s)

70,860.82
88,972.93
106,847.14
66,930.64
142,531.30
73,549.18
115,243.82
68,242.17

38.5%
48.4%
58.1%
36.4%
77.5%
40.0%
62.7%
37.1%

143.00
284.00
329.00
214.00
364.00
210.00
278.00
214.00

29.2%
58.1%
67.3%
43.8%
74.4%
42.9%
56.9%
43.8%
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Similarly, for L1 gates, the AxeDe values and the ratios of number of accessible
units/shops are calculated and summarized in Table 16. AxeDe values of L1 gates are
measured by dividing the accessible destination areas per gate within threshold over
the total destination areas of the project (approximately 184,000 sqm).
Table 16 AxeDe and Accessible Units Ratios of L1 gates - classified per threshold (120s and
300s)

Entrance
_Ref
L1g09
L1g10
L1g11
L1g12
L1g13
Entrance
_Ref
L1g09
L1g10
L1g11
L1g12
L1g13

Description
Ski Dubai ‐ Parking
Central ‐ Parking
Carrefour Central ‐ Parking
Carrefour Side ‐ Parking
Metro Link
Description
Ski Dubai ‐ Parking
Central ‐ Parking
Carrefour Central ‐ Parking
Carrefour Side ‐ Parking
Metro Link

120s Threshold

120s Threshold

120s Threshold

120s Threshold

Total_Area (sqm)

AxeDe (120s)

Total Number of
Accessible Units

Accessible Units
Ratio (120s)

5,028.27
6,833.31
24,483.99
23,591.68
3,299.51
300s Threshold

2.7%
3.7%
13.3%
12.8%
1.8%
300s Threshold

24.00
25.00
78.00
63.00
10.00
300s Threshold

4.9%
5.1%
16.0%
12.9%
2.0%
300s Threshold

Total_Area (sqm)

AxeDe (300s)

Total Number of
Accessible Units

Accessible Units
Ratio (300s)

116,904.30
85,097.96
123,327.39
66,810.11
67,326.17

63.6%
46.3%
67.1%
36.3%
36.6%

286.00
263.00
366.00
219.00
202.00

58.5%
53.8%
74.8%
44.8%
41.3%

Likewise, Table 17 presents the AxeDe values and the ratios of number of accessible
units/shops per gate for L2 gates.
Table 17 AxeDe and Accessible Units Ratios of L2 gates - classified per threshold (120s and
300s)

Entrance
_Ref
L2g14
L2g15
L2g16
L2g17

Entrance
_Ref
L2g14
L2g15
L2g16
L2g17

Description
Central ‐ Parking
Carrefour Central ‐ Parking
Carrefour Side ‐ Parking
Ski Dubai ‐ Parking

Description
Central ‐ Parking
Carrefour Central ‐ Parking
Carrefour Side ‐ Parking
Ski Dubai ‐ Parking

120s Threshold

120s Threshold

120s Threshold

120s Threshold

Total_Area (sqm)

AxeDe (120s)

Total Number of
Accessible Units

Accessible Units
Ratio (120s)

4,841.36
2,810.79
10,748.04
10,617.36

2.6%
1.5%
5.8%
5.8%

19.00
25.00
15.00
14.00

3.9%
5.1%
3.1%
2.9%

300s Threshold

300s Threshold

300s Threshold

300s Threshold

Total_Area (sqm)

AxeDe (300s)

Total Number of
Accessible Units

Accessible Units
Ratio (300s)

67,817.41
107,067.82
59,952.83
114,249.64

36.9%
58.2%
32.6%
62.1%

189.00
316.00
189.00
269.00

38.7%
64.6%
38.7%
55.0%
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2. AxeCo Results

Last step of testing the suggested concept is to apply the AxeCo. In this regard, it is
useful to take a step by step approach by tentatively applying the concept on separate
levels, which is not realistic, but could convey better understanding of AxeCo
application and then concluding the real application on the whole project scale.
The AxeCo value is valuable to provide a perception of the maximum cost of travel
(time/distance) someone may need to spend/cross in order to reach their destination in
case they choose to enter from the closest entrance to their destination. As stated
above, the application in this study will be evaluated on level by level scale and then
on global project scale. Furthermore, a manual approach has been adopted on level
scale using QGIS for step by step explanation and better understanding of the concept.
Whereas, a built-in plug-in (i.e., closest facility) has been utilized for quick results on
project scale via ArcGIS for a real demonstration of the AxeCo method.

In L0, the AxeCo value is determined by adjusting the threshold value (from all
gates/origins) until all the shops/destinations in L0 are accumulatively accessible via
all gates simultaneously. The travel cost value of the last covered shop supposedly
represents the AxeCo value of L0. Figure 48 shows the travel cost of the last-accessed
shop within L0 layout of MoE which supposedly represents the AxeCo value of L0,
assuming that this level is not connected to other levels of MoE. As a result, for L0
layout, AxeCo (L0) = 184s approximately.
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Figure 48

Location of point/shop that represented AxeCo, assuming an application on
separate levels (Level 0)

In L1, the AxeCo value is measured using the same manual method explained earlier.
Figure 49 shows the AxeCo value of L1 assuming that this level is not connected to
other levels of MoE. As a result, for L1 layout, AxeCo (L1) = 300s approximately.
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Figure 49

Location of point/shop that represented AxeCo, assuming an application on
separate levels (Level 1)

In L2, the shop that represents the AxeCo value of L2 as a separate level is illustrated
in Figure 50.
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Figure 50

Location of point/shop that represented AxeCo, assuming an application on
separate levels (Level 2)

It is noticed from the above results that the shop/destination which represents the last
accessible shop of L1 layout (as separate level) and supposedly represents L1 AxeCo
value could be easily accessible with very minimum travel cost via g05 in L0 in case
L0 is connected to L1. In such case, there would be a single value that represents the
AxeCo of the project. This is an important indication to the significant impact of
connectivity among different levels on accessibility and internal transportation, where
accessibility is addressed in multi-storey buildings. Therefore, the application on
global project scale when conducted taking into consideration the 3rd dimension of a
multi-storey project shows useful results.

Figure 51 shows the difference in coverage in L1 in comparison to Figure 49, taking
into consideration the connectivity among different levels where the location of
entrances in other levels impacts the accessibility to destinations within the target
level.
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Figure 51

3D Connectivity impact on Accessibility Coverage of MoE gates within
120s threshold (Level 1)

On the project scale, Closest Facility (Network Analyst Model) has been utilized to
recognize the furthest destinations in MoE from their closest entrance(s). The highest
value/figure resulted from the Closest Facility Application represents AxeCo value. In
Figure 52, the highest few values are highlighted, where the highest of which
represents AxeCo of MoE.
It is important to alternate the directions of escalators while applying Closest Facility
Model in comparison to OD Cost Matrix Model, taking into consideration the
direction of travel as applied within each model (in OD Cost Matrix, the direction is
from Origins/Entrances to Destinations/Shops; in Closest Facility, the direction is
from Incidents/Destinations to Facilities/Origins).
Refer to Figure 52 to visualize the locations of entrance/origin and shop/destination
that represent the AxeCo of MoE, with other few locations that represent the highest
costs of travel following the one that represents the AxeCo of the project.
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Figure 52

AxeCo origin/destination’s spatial representation (Red origins represent

Level 2, with representation of other levels’ origins in Pink stars and Green triangles –
Shops layout represents Level 1)

As shown in Figure 52, the origins/entrances and destinations/shops of the locations
which represent the AxeCo and their following highest values in “cost of travel” are
routed as follows:
9 The cost of travel of entering via g5 at L0 to the highlighted destination (in red
circle) in L2 is approximately 207 seconds, which represents the AxeCo of
MoE (route is highlighted in green color). AxeCo = 207s.
9 The cost of travel of entering via g9 at L1 to a number of destinations
(highlighted in blue circle) in L1 at the end of the food court is approximately
200 seconds (route highlighted in dark blue).
9 The cost of travel of entering via g1 at L0 to the cinemas (highlighted in blue
circle) in L2 is approximately 200 seconds (route highlighted in pink).
9 The cost of travel of entering via g14 at L2 to the highlighted destination (in
blue circle) in L2 is approximately 195 seconds (route highlighted in light
blue).
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Therefore, AxeCo (MoE) = 207s.
Other values with cost of travel close to the project AxeCo could be useful to draw the
attention to areas with poor accessibility (on project scale).

Finally, the impact of semi-public entrances/gates (hotel’s entrances to the mall) is to
be assessed in order to understand how adding new entrances may impact
accessibility on project level. However, it is not recommended to consider semipublic gates/entrances as public entrances because the number of people who pass via
those gates is usually restricted (in MoE case, it is restricted to the hotel’s guests).
Figure 53 illustrates the impact of the entrance of Sheraton Hotel into MoE on the
results using closest facility in ArcGIS. This entrance improve the accessibility of few
shops a bit, but it has no major impact on the results.

Figure 53

Sheraton’s gate impact using Closest Facility model

Another semi-public entrance into MoE is represented by Kempinski Hotel. Refer to
Figure 54 which represents the impact of incorporating the gate/entrance from
Kempinski Hotel into MoE using Closest Facility in ArcGIS. As highlighted in Figure
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54, by incorporating the gate/entrance of Kempinski Hotel, the cinemas became
‘clearly’ closely-accessible from the hotel, not from g1 as previously illustrated in
Figure 52 (as one of the poorly-accessible destinations). As a result, incorporating this
entrance adds considerable impact by increasing accessibility within a poorlyaccessible zone in L1.

Figure 54

Kempinski’s gate impact using Closest Facility model

This example shows how incorporating new gates may enhance the accessibility in
certain zones and may consequently impact the AxeCo value (in case the targeted
zone, by a new gate, includes the furthest destination in the project).
Finally, the benefit of AxeCo figures is expected to be further valuable to set
benchmarks/standards to measure projects in future and to compare accessibility
levels of different projects (similar in type and size).
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3. Analysis

Analyzing the results, within the context of the above application is recommended to
follow the application results structure:

a) AxeDe Analysis:

1) AxeDe (120s) values are in the range of 1% to 14%; whereas, AxeDe (300s)
values are in the range of 30% to 80%. This is explained by the higher
exposure to major junctions and vertical transportation within higher
thresholds.
2) The increase of AxeDe is not conditional to the increase of density/ratio of
accessible number of units for the considered thresholds (120s and 300s).
3) Entrances with high AxeDe values (highly connected) within low thresholds
(i.e., 120s) have common features, such as:
a. Very close to junction(s)
b. Close to major shops (mega stores)
4) Entrances with high AxeDe values (highly connected),within high thresholds
(i.e., 300s) have common features, such as:
a. Centrally located in the project
b. Not far from major junctions but not conditionally very close
c. Well connected to other levels
5) The only entrance that is of the highest 3 records, for both thresholds (120s
and 300s), is g11 in L1 (Carrefour Central - Parking), and it combines all
common features mentioned above. This gate has recorded highest AxeDe
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(120s) and second highest AxeDe (300s) after g5 in L0 (VIP Entrance) which
is clearly further centrally located in MoE.

The results above are simply explained by the impact of design on accessibility (refer
to Chapter II, Section#2 – Design and Accessibility) as elaborated by Litman (2012),
taking into consideration that factors impacting accessibility within low thresholds
(i.e. 120s) are different from those impacting accessibility within high thresholds (i.e.
300s). In this application, it is clear that closeness to junctions is very impactful
within low thresholds. That is, by increasing the threshold value (i.e., 300s threshold),
the impact of closeness to vital intersections decreases in comparison to the
connectivity pattern and the surroundings’ structure (routes of access and ratio of
retail area to common areas) of those intersections.
The above analysis is recommended to be demonstrated via other applications;
whereas, their conclusion represents guidelines for designers to improve internal
transportation within mega-scale projects.
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b) AxeCo Analysis:

1) AxeCo value shall be applied on project scale as it is not realistic on level by
level or zone by zone. Multi-level projects seem to have extremely high
opportunities to increase accessibility via their “more flexible” options
accompanied with 3D design and potential locations of access points.
2) To improve accessibility on a single project scale, it is vital to address the
values (costs of travel) that are close to AxeCo value to identify the locations
of origins and destinations (for routes with highest costs of travel) which
represent these values on the map, for spatial analysis. Such analyses are
foreseen to be useful as those destinations are assumed to represent zones with
poor accessibility on a project’s scale. Improvement could take place via
suggesting new locations of entrances, vertical transportation means (e.g.,
escalators) or other spatial or technical solutions (i.e., technology).
3) AxeCo value could be a very useful measurement tool to compare
accessibility among different projects of similar size and land use.
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VI.

Conclusions and Recommendations

In this thesis, a new concept and a framework have been proposed for evaluating
AxeDe, in mainly-indoor environments, within mega-scale developments. In this
thesis, AxeDe represents a new suggested concept ‘framework’ to benefit from
multiple fields of research (i.e., mapping and routing, pedestrians’ accessibility,
walkability, design impact on accessibility, etc) in order to enhance the pre-planning
process of mega-scale projects and/or improve accessibility within planned/existing
projects.
AxeDe is a potential planning tool for future development and an evaluation tool for
existing developments. It could be enforced by authorities and/or clients (property
developers) to ensure a better integrity and harmonization between external and
internal transportation planning. Such integrity could be achieved by introducing a
procedure to measure the harmonization between the estimated outputs of external
networks (via different routes/directions) towards a project (i.e., Traffic Impact Study
(TIS)) outputs within the surrounding road network, metro station statistics/estimates,
etc), and the AxeDe values of the different entrances of the project.
The proposed framework for AxeDe and AxeCo is simplified, in order to be easilyutilized by transportation planners and consultants. Furthermore, the tool(s) and
software, required to implement AxeDe are also available in the market for various
categories of end-users in terms of education and allocated-budget.
The application of this AxeDe research covers the assessment of accessibility
measures within indoor spaces, taking into consideration the Static Factors that
externally affect pedestrians’ walking speed (e.g., land-use, design, etc). Dynamic
Factors (e.g., congestion) are reviewed in the literature but are not considered within
the application of this study. Furthermore, actual and/or estimated statistics of
entrances are not considered in the scope of application of this study; whereas, it is
recommended to be addressed in future research. Cost of travel was measured in this
thesis application based on the estimated time and walking speed within the different
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sections of the network, whereas, attractiveness of surrounding destinations as well as
the functionality of the trip were not taken into consideration.
The AxeDe proposed framework explains the type of input data, the processing
tools/software, pre-processing method and details, type of processed and output data,
classification requirements for data, recommended formats of files’ and features’
components, required attributes for different features/components, and sequential
steps of case study, and then illustrated the research outcomes. The framework
considers converting architectural drawings into a transportation network that can be
processed through a routing procedure. The developed transportation network for a
mega scale project can be easily integrated with any of the common transportation
planning network models.
However, the proposed framework is recommended to be further tested and discussed
in order to be introduced as a robust tool for future projects.

Future Research:

Based on this study, further research may

1) Locally determine the required parameters of the model (i.e., average walking
speed).
2) Study the impact of adopting the dynamic factors that externally affect
pedestrians’ behavior (e.g., congestion) within the model on the proposed
framework.
3) Study the Weighted AxeDe application by considering the impact of entry
statistics on the different access-points/entrances with reference to their
accessibility levels.
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4) Introduce a method to estimate footfall at pedestrian entrances of new projects
whether by estimating micro land-use attraction data or by concluding ratios
of footfall to traffic counts taking into consideration the land-use impact and
the modal split within the addressed city.
5) Study other applications on cases with different land-uses (i.e., airport,
hospital, etc) to further measure the strengths and/or weaknesses of the
proposed approach and its procedure.
6) Potential Relations relevant to the AxeDe parameters are recommended to be
studied/researched further, concerning the impact of:
a. Proximity of entrances to junctions
b. Proximity of entrances to major shops (mega stores)
c. How central are entrances
d. Proximity and direction of vertical transportation means as well as the
type and specifications of the used technology.
7) After introducing a framework for evaluating accessibility within internal
networks, it is important to find a way to link external and internal networks to
ensure integrity and harmonization; therefore, further research is required to
introduce an appropriate method to achieve this task.
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